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Abstract
Background: After 2008 global economic crisis, Italian governments progressively reduced public healthcare
financing. Describing the time trend of health outcomes and health expenditure may be helpful for policy makers
during the resources’ allocation decision making process. The aim of this paper is to analyze the trend of mortality
and health spending in Italy and to investigate their correlation in consideration of the funding constraints
experienced by the Italian national health system (SSN).
Methods: We conducted a 20-year time-series study. Secondary data has been extracted from a national, institution
based and publicly accessible retrospective database periodically released by the Italian Institute of Statistics. Age
standardized all-cause mortality rate (MR) and health spending (Directly Provided Services - DPS, Agreed-Upon
Services - TAUS, and private expenditure) were reviewed. Time trend analysis (1995–2014) through OLS and
Multilayer Feed-forward Neural Networks (MFNN) models to forecast mortality and spending trend was performed.
The association between healthcare expenditure and MR was analyzed through a fixed effect regression model. We
then repeated MFNN time trend forecasting analyses on mortality by adding the spending item resulted
significantly related with MR in the fixed effect analyses.
Results: DPS and TAUS decreased since 2011. There was a mismatch in mortality rates between real and predicted
values. DPS resulted significantly associated to mortality (p < 0.05). In repeated mortality forecasting analysis,
predicted MR was found to be lower when considering the pre-constraints health spending trend.
Conclusions: Between 2011 and 2014, Italian public health spending items showed a reduction when compared to
prior years. Spending on services directly provided free of charge appears to be the financial driving force of the
Italian public health system. The overall mortality was found to be higher than the predicted trend and this
scenario may be partially attributable to the healthcare funding constraints experienced by the SSN.
Keywords: Health expenditures, Mortality rate, Time trend analysis, Neural network models

Background
The social and health effects of economic downturns
have been widely analyzed in the past years, particularly
after the 2008 global crisis [1–4]. Recently, Watkins
et al. sought to determine whether public spending on
health and social care has affected England population
health status and more specifically mortality rates [5].
The authors concluded that NHS spending constraints
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since 2010 might have been associated with a substantial
mortality gap in England, thus underlining the association between spending on health and health outcomes.
Over the past years, similar public expenditure constraints have been experienced by many European countries, whose national governments have performed cuts
and reallocations on healthcare and social spending, as a
consequence of 2008 economic crisis [6–8]. Similar policies for spending control have been adopted by countries with single-payer healthcare systems [2, 9–11].
Among these, Italy, with a 60 million population universally covered by the National Health Service (Servizio
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Sanitario Nazionale, SSN) represents an exemplifying
case to be analyzed.
Eurostat reports that social protection expenditure in
the European Union (EU) has increased slightly, from
28.6% of GDP in 2010 to 29.0% in 2015. Social protection
expenditure in Italy was 30.0% of GDP in 2015 [12]. When
compared to his European partners Italy presents proportionally lower public spending on “sickness/healthcare and
disability” (28.9% versus 37.3% of EU mean, reported as %
of total social benefits) [12]. Despite this, Italy maintains
high levels of performance in terms of population health
status [13], following the trend of the last century of Italian history. Particularly, Italian mortality rate presented a
consistent decline from 1901 to 2008, as reported in Vercelli et al., with an annual percent change of − 3.2% and −
3.9% respectively in males and females aged 0–49 years,
and of − 0.9% and − 1.7% respectively in males and females
aged 50–69 [14]. This trend is comparable with other
high-income countries [15].
Over the last years Italian governments progressively reduced public healthcare financing threatening the future
sustainability of the SSN. Moreover, Italy has been struggling with rising public debt and a stagnant growth rate of
its overall economy [14]. Specifically, Italian healthcare expenditure grew by 7.5% yearly from 2001 to 2005, by 3.1%
yearly from 2006 to 2010 and decreased by 0.1% yearly
from 2011 to 2015 [15, 16]. All of this is happening in a
context of growing healthcare needs and costs, given the
aging of the population (globally Italy has the third highest
proportion of people aged over 75 years) [17–19] and the
development of increasingly expensive innovative treatments and technologies.
Describing the time trend of health outcomes and
health expenditure, and investigating their potential association may be helpful for policy makers during the resources’ allocation/reallocation decision making process.
While conventional time trend and forecast analyses have
been used and validated in several studies [20–22], Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) model is still a novel technique. However, many recent studies have demonstrated
that Neural Networks models provide more accurate prediction of clinical outcomes in comparison to conventional methods [23–25]. To the best of our knowledge, the
present study introduces ANN models in health services
research. No previously published studies indeed have analyzed the time trend of health funding and outcomes,
and particularly the impact of the health spending constraints on the overall health status of the Italian population, through ANN models.
The concept behind this study is that the trend of Italian
health expenditure - in particular its progressive reduction
after year 2010 [14, 15] - has potentially affected Italian
population mortality rate. The aim of this study is therefore to analyze the time trend of mortality rate and health
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spending in Italy and to investigate their correlation in
consideration of the funding constraints experienced by
the publicly financed Italian national health system.

Methods
Conceptual framework and study design

We conducted a time-series study with 20-year time
trend analyses (1995–2014) using Ordinary Least
Squares and Feed-forward Neural Networks models to
forecast mortality and health spending trend. In order to
validate our model and to implement our approach we
also used life expectancy at birth as alternative health
outcome. We made this choice because life expectancy
has been widely adopted in literature as a comparison
indicator of population overall health status and as a
performance indicator of national healthcare systems [5].
The association between the three main items of Italian
healthcare expenditure (i.e. public, semi-private or
agreed-upon, and private health spending) and overall
mortality rate through a 20-year panel data analysis was
quantified. We again forecasted mortality rate by adding
real and predicted values of health spending to the
model.
In summary, our analysis includes the following steps:
1) Confirming the presence of a break year by identifying the first year health spending constraints started,
through a descriptive analysis. 2) Performing time trend
and forecast analyses on mortality rate and health expenditure items including the time periods pre−/posthealth spending break year. 3) Investigating the correlation between health spending and mortality. 4) Performing time trend and forecast analyses on mortality
rate including the expenditure items associated with
mortality rates.
Data

Secondary data on health expenditure, mortality, life expectancy and socio-demographic characteristics was extracted from Health for All, a publicly accessible
retrospective database periodically released by the Italian
National Institute of Statistics (ISTAT), based on a
World Health Organization platform [26]. Data was analyzed differently in time trend analysis and fixed effects
regression. For the time trend analysis, we relied on a
time series dataset, where mortality rate, health expenditure items and control variables were aggregated at national level over a period of 20 years, from 1995 to 2014.
The fixed effects regression analysis, instead, has been
based on a panel database across the 20 Italian regions
over a period of 20 years, from 1995 to 2014.
Population mortality data

Age-standardized all-cause mortality rate (male + female
deaths per 10,000 population, MR) was used as the
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endpoint of our study and as a measure of population
health status.
Spending and resources data

ISTAT expenditure data aggregation relies on definitions
reported in the OECD manual “A System of Health Accounts”, which provides a comparable description of the financial flows related to the consumption of healthcare
goods and services [27].
The three main expenditure items which constitute the
total national health spending, as provided by ISTAT, were
taken into account (per capita and inflation-adjusted) [28]:
public, semi-private or agreed-upon (i.e. all publicly
funded but privately provided services) and private health
spending (Additional file 1). Italian public health expenditure is defined as the sum of directly provided services
(DPS) and services funded by the Italian National Healthcare Service (SSN) but supplied by private healthcare providers, Total Agreed-Upon Services (TAUS). TAUS
includes several expenditure items, such as expenditure
for outpatient prescription drugs, general practitioners
care, outpatient specialist medical care, privately delivered
hospital care and psychiatric support and rehabilitation.
Family healthcare expenditure (FHE) was included
amongst the variables in the analysis to capture private/
out-of-pocket spending on health. Publicly funded health
expenditure (i.e. DPS + TAUS) accounted for 75% of total
health spending in Italy in 2016. In the same year, direct
private spending (FHE in our database) accounted for 23%
[29]. In stark contrast with other European countries that
present a consistent share of population with mixed profile of health care coverage (e.g. in Spain 12.45% of the
population had mixed health care coverage in 2011–12
[30]), the intermediate private health care coverage (i.e.
private insurances) proportion in Italy is very low (2% in
2016). Unfortunately, specific data with regional detail on
private insurances were not available and therefore not included in our study.
Items of “social protection expenditure” in Italy are
mainly attributable to spending on retirement benefits [12, 31] and were therefore not included. The
rest of social protection services in Italy is covered
by family private spending (FHE) and by the SSN
(e.g. rehabilitation services and home cares for fragile
and/or terminal patients), which are included in DPS
and TAUS [29, 32].
Statistical analysis
Time trend analysis

To enhance the accuracy of our approach, we used two
techniques for time trend analysis: Ordinary Least
Squares (OLS) and Multilayer Feed-forward Neural Network (MFNN). These models have been proved to be accurate in predicting health outcomes but, to the best of
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our knowledge, they have never been implemented to
analyze the time trend of health funding and mortality
rate in a similar setting [23–25]. Time trend analyses were
conducted using OLS and MFNN models with MR as
dependent variable trended by calendar year starting from
1995. We then performed subgroup analysis with each expenditure item (DPS, TAUS and FHE). Analyses were repeated using male and female life expectancy as
alternative health outcome to assess for potential worsening of the population health status.
Multilayer feed-forward neural networks model

Time trend analysis and forecasts were also performed through an artificial neural network model. A
neural network model can be seen as a network of
neurons organized in three layers: the input layer, the
intermediate layer, which contains hidden nodes, and
the output layer. In comparison with linear regression
models (such as OLS), the presence of an intermediate layer provides non-linear analysis through the network described in Additional file 2. In this model,
known as Multilayer Feed-forward Neural Network,
the coefficients or “weights” are obtained from a
“learning algorithm” that minimizes a “cost” function
as the mean squared error. In this framework, the information moves in a single direction (forward), from
the input layer through the hidden/intermediate layer
to the output layer. The outputs from the nodes in
one layer are combined through a weighted linear
combination and used as inputs for the following
layer. A more detailed explanation of the model is reported in the Additional file 3 (“Section Mathematics/
formula”) of the Additional files.
The neural network approach is preferred to linear regression models when the number of observations is
relatively small, as in our case [24, 25]. Furthermore, the
presence of the intermediate layer introduces
non-linearity in the model that can better capture the effect of outliers.
Fixed effect regression analyses

Fixed effect regression models were used to investigate
the association between health expenditure and MR,
using the panel data across the 20 Italian Regions. We
first determined whether a lag effect between health
spending and mortality was present, by adding 0, 1 and
2 year lags to the model (see Additional file 4).
After excluding the lag effect, we created 5 different
models, by including control variables considered important health determinants (expenditure and control
variables are described in Additional file 1). The 5
models analyzed were:
a) Expenditure model:
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MRi;t ¼ β0 þ β1 DPS i;t þ β2 TAUS i;t þ β3 FHE i;t þ γt
þ αi þ εi;t
Where β0 is the constant term, θ = {β1, β2, β3} is
the vector of coefficients of health expenditure
items (DPS, TAUS and FHE), αi is a vector of
Regional fixed effects and γ is the coefficient on
the time trend t.
b) Social model:
MRi;t ¼ β0 þ β1 DPS i;t þ β2 TAUS i;t þ β3 FHE i;t
þ δSoci;t þ γt þ αi þ εi;t
Where δ is the vector of coefficients of the social
condition control variables (Unemployment,
Educational level and GDP).
c) Lifestyle model:
MRi;t ¼ β0 þ β1 DPS i;t þ β2 TAUS i;t þ β3 FHE i;t
þ τLifei;t þ γt þ αi þ εi;t
Where τ is the vector of coefficients related to
lifestyle control variables (Smoke rate, Obesity
rate and Sport active people).
d) Healthcare model:
MRi;t ¼ β0 þ β1 DPS i;t þ β2 TAUS i;t þ β3 FHE i;t
þ λHealthi;t þ γt þ αi þ εi;t
Where is the vector of coefficients associated to
healthcare control variables (Number of Hospital
Beds and Number of Nurses).
e) Overall model:
MRi;t β0 þ β1 DPS i;t þ β2 TAUS i;t þ β3 FHE i;t þ δSoci;t
þ τLifei;t þ λHealthi;t þ γt þ αi þ εi;t
Where all the control variables have been
included.
A time constant and a time trend were included in
each model to approximate the time trend analyzed in
the previous sections [33–36].
The fixed effect regression model is described in the
Additional file 3 (“Section Mathematics/formula”) of the
Additional files. The regression model uses ecological-level
data only. One potential risk in using ecological measures is
the ‘ecological fallacy’. However, because our analysis
only uses the Region itself as the unit of analysis and
does not make generalizations about individuals or specific
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population groups within each Region, it does not risk an
ecological fallacy [37].
Mortality forecast analyses

On the basis of the results obtained from fixed effect
analyses (Table 2 and Additional file 4), we repeated
MFNN time trend forecasting analyses on mortality rate
by adding the spending item resulted significantly related with MR in all models (i.e. DPS). Due to the linear
nature of the predicted DPS, when using predicted DPS
the OLS model presents a collinearity problem (i.e. predicted DPS and time trend correlate as regressors). We
therefore decided to rely on the MFNN model to forecast mortality rate through predicted health spending.
In particular, we performed the analyses with MR as
dependent variable and DPS and calendar year as independent variables. We predicted mortality rate through
two separate approaches. Firstly, real DPS values were
used (i.e. DPS real data for the period 2011–2014). Secondly, we included the values of DPS predicted through
OLS (i.e. out-of-sample DPS forecasts, reported in Table 1
and Fig. 1, namely “fitted” DPS). We included only values
of DPS predicted by linear regression (OLS analysis), since
we looked at a linear time trend.
The aim of this analysis was to obtain an estimate of
the MR trend (2011–2014), relative to real and predicted
health spending (real and predicted values of DPS, as reported in Table 1 and Fig. 1). The resulting model answers to the following question: what would have been
the mortality values if public health spending had
followed the trend preceding funding constraints?
For all statistical analysis we used R, version 3.4.3, R
Development Core Team, © The R Foundation.

Results
Descriptive analysis

Descriptive analysis identified 2011 as the first year health
spending constraints started. The average yearly increase
in DPS was 3.40% from 1995 to 2010 (Additional file 5),
alculated as an average of the yearly growth in the period
1995–2010. Between 2011 and 2014, the decline of DPS
was − 1.45%. Spending on TAUS increased by 3.41% from
1995 to 2010 and decreased by 2.71% between 2011 and
2014. Spending on FHE increased by 1.45% from 1995 to
2010 and by 0.12% between 2011 and 2014. MR declined
steadily by 2.04% between 1995 to 2010 and then by
1.69% between 2011 and 2014 (Additional file 5).
Time trend analyses

OLS time trend analysis on MR showed a gap between
real and predicted values from 2011 to 2014 (Tables 1
and Fig. 2). As an example, in 2013 real MR was 80.59
(deaths/10,000), while the predicted values were 78.04
with OLS analysis. This suggests that if MR had followed
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Table 1 OLS and Neural Network time trend forecast analysis (2011–2014) of mortality rate (MR) and health spending items (DPS,
TAUS, FHE). MR is in deaths/10.000. DPS, TAUS and FHE are in € per capita
Year

Real

OLS

Neural Network

Prediction

95% interval

Prediction

95% interval

MR
2011

83.74

82.07

(80.15, 83.99)

84.25

(81.90, 86.60)

2012

84.78

80.06

(77.96, 82.15)

83.34

(80.92, 85.76)

2013

80.59

78.04

(75.77, 80.32)

82.79

(80.42, 85.17)

2014

78.29

76.03

(73.57, 78.49)

82.32

(79.93, 84.70)

2011

1137.21

1216.77

(1190.78, 1242.75)

1153.13

(1124.99, 1181.27)

2012

1095.43

1249.18

(1220.81, 1277.56)

1170.69

(1138.38, 1203.01)

2013

1054.15

1281.60

(1250.78, 1312.41)

1171.92

(1138.19, 1205.65)

2014

1052.00

1314.01

(1280.72, 1347.31)

1180.51

(1147.86, 1213.16)

2011

703.79

834.01

(780.44, 887.57)

741.37

(720.93, 761.81)

2012

671.52

856.38

(797.89, 914.88)

742.48

(720.91, 764.05)

2013

654.96

878.76

(815.23, 942.29)

742.54

(721.67, 763.41)

2014

658.00

901.14

(832.49, 969.77)

742.39

(721.39, 763.39)

2011

582.81

545.55

(508.79, 582.31)

502.61

(479.75, 525.47)

2012

560.45

548.48

(508.34, 588.62)

520.69

(487.36, 554.03)

2013

544.63

551.40

(507.81, 594.99)

512.96

(480.39, 545.52)

2014

553.00

554.33

(507.23, 601.43)

525.05

(488.70, 561.41)

DPS

TAUS

FHE

the pre-2011 trend it would have been generally lower
than real observed values. Repeated OLS analysis on life
expectancy showed a trend similar to MR (Additional
files 6, 7, 8). Predicted MR through MFNN showed different results particularly in years 2013 and 2014 where
predicted MR resulted higher than the actual mortality
rates.
Time trend analyses of health spending items with OLS
analysis and MFNN models yielded similar results when
using DPS and TAUS as dependent variables (Tables 1,
Additional files 9, 10). Public spending on DPS and TAUS
substantially decreased since 2011 and did not follow the
trend from the prior years. As an example, in 2012 real
values of DPS were 1095.43 € per capita, substantially differing from predicted values obtained through OLS
(1249.18 € per capita) and MFNN (1170.69). In the same
year FHE had predicted values closer to the real ones
(Table 1 and Additional files 11, 12).

negative association with MR only in model b), where
social condition was considered (per capita GDP, educational level and unemployment rate).
Mortality forecast

Fixed effect regression models

After assessing the association between DPS and MR,
we repeated time trend analyses with MR as the
dependent variable using DPS and calendar year as independent variables. MR values were substantially lower
when predicted DPS (“fitted” DPS) was used compared to
real DPS (Table 3 and Fig. 2) and to MR values obtained
without the inclusion of health spending to the model
(Table 1 and Fig. 2). When fitted DPS was used as regressor, predicted MR was 80.57 deaths/10,000 in 2013,
substantially lower than MR predicted with real DPS
(85.06 deaths/10,000) and MR predicted without considering health spending effect (82.79 deaths/10,000). The
analysis further underlines the effect of DPS on mortality
rate, which smooth and generally reduce mortality predicted values.

The regression models are shown in Table 2. DPS displayed a statistically significant negative association with
MR in all 5 models considered (p < 0.05). Regarding the
other expenditure variables, TAUS was not found to be
associated with MR and FHE showed a significant

Discussion
Our results highlight that, between 2011 and 2014, the
two main items of Italian public health spending (DPS
and TAUS) decreased and actually become negative
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Fig. 1 Time trend of DPS and TAUS using OLS analysis. Blue line is real DPS trend. Red dots line is predicted DPS trend. The 95% CIs are denoted
by the grey-coloured area

when compared to the 1995–2010 trend. The growth of
private health spending still remains positive in the
period 2011–2015, but the growth is significantly reduced. Lastly, the Italian mortality rate showed a steeper
decline between 1995 and 2010 than between 2011 and
2014, thus underlining a potential worsening of the
population health status. This assumption is confirmed
by the similar results yielded by life expectancy.
Time trend analyses confirmed that the health spending reduction experienced by the Italian system started
in year 2011 and mainly involved the items of public
health spending (public spending on directly provided
and agreed-upon services). This can be attributable to
the inevitable effects of the 2008 global economic crisis,
but also to legitimate provisions of the Italian national
and regional governments in terms of funding cuts or
reallocation [9]. On the other hand private health expenditure showed a real and predicted trend which was
hard to interpret. This is probably due to a number of
factors influencing private spending on healthcare (ability to pay, individual education, etc.), as confirmed by
fixed effect analysis, where FHE results significantly and

inversely associated with mortality rate only when social
condition is considered.
Time trend analyses on mortality rate showed the
presence of a mismatch between real and predicted mortality. OLS analysis suggests that if MR had followed the
pre-2011 trend it would have been generally lower than
real observed values.
Mortality was differently predicted through MFNN
models. Neural networks allow non-linear forecasted
time series and this may produce different forecasts
from linear regression models. The neural network forecasting accuracy appears limited when the regressors include uniquely a lag of the dependent variable and a
time trend [29], thus the accuracy of the model might be
further enhanced by adding at least an exogenous regressor (other than the time trend), as conducted in the
repeated analyses with health spending as additional independent variable. Similarly to other studies [23–25, 38],
neural networks models seem to provide accurate prediction of health outcomes, as compared with traditional
methods, particularly when at least an exogenous variable
is considered.
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Fig. 2 Time trend of MR using OLS (MR – OLS) and MFNN analysis (MR – MFNN) and repeated time trend forecast analysis of MR using Neural
Network and adding real (MR – DPS REAL) and predicted (MR – DPS FITTED) DPS to the model. Blue line is real MR trend. Red dots line is
predicted MR trend. The 95% CIs are denoted by the grey-coloured area

The panel data analysis described the association between health spending and mortality and showed that
DPS is the only spending item significantly related with
mortality in all models considered. This result is consistent with our prior findings [39]. Our models confirm
that DPS is the financial driving force of the publicly

funded Italian health system, and a potential determinant of the Italian population health status.
When we repeated the MFNN time trend analyses of
mortality rate with health spending as additional independent variable, MR values obtained with predicted
DPS resulted substantially lower than MR values

Table 2 Fixed effect regression models with MR as dependent variable
Model a)

Model b)

Model c)

Model d)

Model e)

DPS

−0.0077** (0.0280)

−0.0061*** (0.0060)

−0.0111 *** (0.0007)

− 0.0099 *** (0.0013)

−0.0107*** (0.0047)

TAUS

−0.0019 (0.6855)

0.0001 (0.9801)

0.0033 (0.5172)

−0.0025 (0.6219)

0.0071 (0.1812)

FHE

−0.0049 (0.3618)

−0.0052** (0.0373)

−0.0023 (0.6952)

− 0.0041 (0.3259)

0.0018 (0.6190)

Unemployment

–

0.0395 (0.5648)

–

–

0.0175 (0.8443)

Educational level

–

−0.0029 (0.9729)

–

–

−0.0652 (0.5908)

GDP

–

−0.0001 (0.2329)

–

–

−0.0002 (0.2949)

Smoke rate

–

–

−0.0295 (0.7451)

–

0.0232 (0.8346)

Obesity rate

–

–

−0.0499 (0.7843)

–

−0.0701 (0.7094)

Sport active people

–

–

−0.1316 (0.2334)

–

−0.1861* (0.0542)

HB

–

–

–

−0.0629 (0.3192)

−0.2786** (0.0276)

NN

–

–

–

0.0006** (0.0388)

0.0004 (0.1775)

Social Condition

Lifestyle

Healthcare

*** = p < 0.01; ** = p < 0.05; * = p < 0.1. Control variables are described in Additional file 1
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Table 3 Estimation results of MR adding DPS real and predicted
(fitted) values to the model. MR is in deaths/10.000
Year

Real

Real values
Prediction

Fitted values
95% interval

Prediction

95% interval

Forecasts with Neural Network
2011

83.74

83.95

(80.16, 87.71)

82.61

(78.25, 86.97)

2012

84.78

84.38

(79.30, 89.47)

81.49

(77.65, 85.35)

2013

80.59

85.06

(80.06, 90.06)

80.57

(76.45, 84.69)

2014

78.29

84.45

(79.46, 89.44)

79.81

(76.24, 83.38)

obtained with real DPS and MR predicted only by time
trend. This finding underscores that if DPS spending
had hypothetically followed the pre-2011 trend, Italian
mortality rate during the forecasted years could have
been lower. The analysis further underlines the effect of
DPS on mortality rate, which smooth and generally reduce mortality predicted values.
Many authors reviewed the wide-ranging literature
about the health effects of economic hardship, highlighting that findings were not consistent [1, 40]. Our analysis identified a structural break of public health
spending and mortality rate time series in year 2011 and
demonstrated a counter-cyclical relationship between
health spending and population overall health status,
confirming the results of previous studies [3, 10]. In the
Italian context, private direct health spending (FHE) presented a stable trend during the period of economic crisis and was not associated with mortality rate. Public
spending on health (DPS), instead, reduced during the
same period and resulted significantly related with mortality rate.
Our study therefore gives some insights into the association between health expenditure and population
health status suggesting that the health spending constraints experienced by the Italian public health system
may have partially influenced mortality rate. This evidences call for a reflection. As stated by Stuckler et al.,
health spending cannot be considered as the only determinant of population mortality [7]. Nonetheless, policy
makers should be aware that different health spending
items may have different impact on population health
status and should consider the potential effect of a reduced health spending on mortality rate. This is particularly important during the resources’ allocation/
reallocation process.
Strengths and weaknesses of the study

This paper aimed at analyzing the time trend of total
Italian health spending divided in its main components which allow for a more detailed approach - to understand the expenditure gap in the period 2011–2014. To
the best of our knowledge, this is also the first study
adopting innovative neural networks models to estimate
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mortality and health spending trend and to analyze
healthcare outcomes with a focus on the years of economic constraint. Nonetheless further studies are
needed to test and validate such technique in different
time-series and forecast analyses.
Our study includes the analysis of data available for
6 years after 2008 global economic crisis (2009–2014).
This allowed us to rely on a more consistent number
of years if compared with the previous literature on
the impact of the financial crisis on health outcomes
in Europe [10].
However, we acknowledge that measuring health outcomes with MR may misestimate the effects of health
spending on the overall population health status. Another limitation is that the analytic approach of this
study may not support causal inference: contingent economic hardship may lead simultaneously to worse health
outcomes and to reduced tax revenues, thus creating an
apparent association between lower spending on health
and mortality. In addition, the level of geographical aggregation could influence the association between expenditure and mortality. With respect to other similar
studies [3, 5, 7] another limitation lies in the difficulty to
obtain reliable data on pure social spending. However, in
our study this spending component is partially included
in other expenditure items analyzed.
Future lines of research

A differences-in-differences approach with panel data at
regional level would shed the light on the heterogeneity
of the Italian context. Moreover, in order to deepen the
analysis of the present study, a comparison across the
Italian regions could be performed using the same methodology to highlight the differences across the regions.

Conclusions
Our study confirms that, between 2011 and 2014, Italian
public health spending items showed a reduction when
compared to prior years. Spending on services directly
provided free of charge appears to be the financial driving force of the Italian public health system. The overall
mortality was found to be higher than the predicted
trend and this scenario may be partially attributable to
the healthcare funding constraints experienced by the
Italian national health system.
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